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About This Game

A terrible accident at a nuclear test site has led to a radioactive cloud engulfing the suburbs.
Mount Hill citizens got stuck at ground zero of the infection zone, and were forced into quarantine.

The radiation poisoning is off the charts, and those lucky enough to survive started giving birth to hideously mutated, violence-
prone offspring.

In an effort to cover up this disaster, the government ordered the military to wipe the whole area off the map.
Those who managed to escape moved to the hills, a place they now call home, where they can exact revenge for the crimes

committed against them.
It doesn’t matter who they attack, the only thing that matters is that no one make it out alive.

These once peaceful citizens have been reduced to blood-thirsty mutants, craving nothing more than to kill.
Now that you’ve fallen into their trap, you have to beat all the levels, relying on your own tactics as the only chance for survival.

Every location has its own unique gameplay.

Enemies that act in unexpected ways.

Specially designed in-game audio essential to beating levels.

Study your enemy. The mutants are strong, but lack any real intelligence.
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Move stealthily and tactfully, or get ready to run!
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Title: Mount Hill
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Black Side
Publisher:
Black Side
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.7 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Forced mouse smoothing without an option to turn it off and no expansions like Duke it out in DC, Duke Caribbean, Nuclear
Winter, etc.

This is clearly inferior to the Megaton Edition which was removed from Steam. The only reason to buy this would be for the
new expansion exclusive to the World Tour version.. turn based strategy game.

very basic graphics and sounds, annoying and repetitive npc commentaries and music.

the game was developed for android / ios.
maybe its fun to play on a tablet, but its sure an insult for your hardware if you play it on a pc.

anything positive? oh yeah: cross platform multiplayer!
(implying that there is anyone playing it...)

my conclusion:
instead of wasting 10 bucks for this, better buy the 5 cheapest games on steam and i swear, all of them will be better than the
"GREAT big war game".. Love this game, took me 30 minutes to beat yet it was a lot of fun. I've played it over and over again.
The game itself is easy to play, you just got to play it. Start with the easiest difficulty and work your way up. It doesn't take
much practice to get very good. This one is my favorite of the Frederic series. The music is great and I love the beats.. A quick
and fun game. Offers a good challenge at times. Excellent music and art. Controls are a bit wonky sometimes, but its minor
(played with xbox controller). Was unable to remap glide (I'd rather have it on trigger than bumper). Other than the control
issues, its a solid game thats a lot of fun to play.. This game is broken unfortunately. You can hum all through it all and still get
over 3 stars. I wanted more songs to choose from 7 tracks in.. Overall: IMO one of the best Total War games, a good place to
start if you're new to the franchise. I think its around a 8/10

Graphics: Has aged pretty well if you've got an alright PC.
Gameplay: The second best they've ever done gunpowder, Fall of the Samurai is slightly better.
Story: There's not really a story.
Bugs/Glitches: A bit buggy, I've had to fetch files back three times, only once was after uninstalling a mod.
Gripes: Naval battles are boring and pointless most of the time, Siege battles are buggy and also pointless
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DON'T BUY! This route is AWFUL and the photo is VERY MISLEADING. ALL the engines are old models with
EXTREMELY POOR SOUNDS and don't simulate wheelslip, even when you are full reg, full gear on snowy rails up a steep
gradient.. Boring !! bad story ,bad small game in it .♥♥♥♥♥♥ ending
not much to chose the dialogs from ,really its really bad even half a dollar is too much for it. I have been playing this on my
android tablet since alpha and I decided to try it out on my PC; go to the big screen. The gameplay is still solid. I love the unique
political system. The developers do have some more work to do on making the UI better for PC users, but I have faith in th
Trese Brothers. I have been playing their games for years on android and they update regularly and strive to improve. In fact
they just did a complete overhaul of the main scrren UI of this game for all platforms and have pushed out two skin packs for
ships. Right now I would give it a 7\/10 Solid Gameplay. Good retro style artwork, but a ways to go on making the UI and
controls better and more intuitive for PC players. It's a rough diamond at the moment there is a great game in there.. decent
game so far.. Blamelessly good xD. First off, let me start by saying that i do not recommend the game, i find it awful, however, i
am a huge 40k nerd and therefore decided to play it out for the story. If you have no interest in the story, this game is in my
opinion, one of the worst aRPGs of all time. Dont take any of this as gospel, its just my two cents, and its perfectly fine to
disagree, you can do that in the comments, but please keep it civil, no one will take anything you say seriouly if you call them
names.

- Terrible gearing system:

Abillities are tied to specific weapons and armor suits, so you often have to consider wether you want to have a fun abillity, or if
you want a piece of gear suited for your level in the game (Note: i could imagine this being somewhat better at endgame). Also,
there are no gear sets in the game, and this games highest tier item starts dropping early, making it so that getting an orange
piece of loot becomes trivial very fast.

- Only 3 classes:

This is a problem regarding replayabillity. In aRPGs, a multitude of classes means a multitude of ways to play the game, in this
title, you only get 3 different options (granted, these are very unique from eachother), and these 3 have subclasses within them,
but they dont mean anyhting other than when you unlock certain weapons and the like. Every subclass is identical in the end.

- Slow pace \/ Tactical combat:

This game has a very slow pace compared to every aRPG ive ever played. You move slow, your characters animations are very
slow, wether you are attacking or using abillities. This was intended from the developers side, and couldve been fine, if the
combat was interesting. The thing is that the combat becomes very stale very quickly. Suppression which is a mechanic in this
game, where if your suppression bar falls low enough you will be perma-slowed, just doesnt work. It is effectively just another
health bar. Cover is working somewhat fine, but it is very awkward to use properly, and makes you use even more time on
running from, say, pillar to pillar instead of shooting, which wouldnt be a problem if the combat itself wasnt so slow paced to
begin with.

- Boring aesthetics and enemy design:

Many aRPGs re-use alot of assets throughout the game, and that in and off itself isnt really a bad thing, you can angle different
templates and put them together in interesting ways to make a "new" zone out of 3 old ones. The problem in this game is, that
there are very few templates. Off the top of my head i have a hard time naming even 10 different ones. This makes almost every
mission look and feel the same. When it comes to enemies, there are only chaos and dark eldar enemies to fight. Granted, that
covers a few differnt models under each category but its really not a lot, and the models for the big scary boss monsters are the
same on almost every mission, making it so that when you take one out the first time it feels great, but already on the 2nd time it
seems tried and boring already.

- Loot \/rewards:

The loot dropping in this game is random and very few and far between. The random element is fine in my opinion, it is like
that in many aRPGs, but in most other titles, you can grind specific bosses or something similar for a BETTER chance at getting
specific pieces. You cannot do that here. In Martyr, most of your rewards come after you complete a mission as a completion
reward.
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-Missions:

There are very few different mission types in this game. Now in "normal" aRPGs everything in the game follows the same
narrative and branch out a little in end game, and the idea of having mission types in a hub-style aRPG isnt bad in itself, but to
me, this game would have been better off being an open world kind of game, with no missions. The entire world feels
disconnected because you do a mission, go back to your ship, choose a new mission, go back to your ship and rinse and repeat.
Why make it a hub-jumping aRPG if you are only going to make 5 different types of missions? the game becomes dull very
fast, even for an aRPG.

There are more minor issues that i have with this game, but i wont state all of them here as i think ive gone on for long enough
and gotten my point across. If anyone have a question for me regarding the game, try asking in the comments. If i dont answer
someone else might.

. This is really an awesome game that is quite fun however it has one major problem ..... it is a multi-player game that is rarely
played anymore. You can play the game single player with AI bots (which are quite challenging if set to be so) or on LAN if you
have seperate keys handy.

compatibility
plays on windows 7 & 10 just fine. I have not tested it on win8 systems

bugs
None. The game is not only polished, but has no bugs.

fun\/replay value
Good.

Multi-Player
Yes.

conclusion
One of the hardest things about the game is finding other players to play with. Other than that it is a solid game (be
sure and go through the tutorial - Did I mention it has a tutorial ? )
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